
Waves Silver Pro FX Collection 

Complete Plug-In List 

 

C1 Compressor 

Featuring compression, expansion, gating, and equalization, the C1 Compressor is a true production 

workhorse. With three independent modules which can be used separately or combined the C1 offers 

maximum flexibility and professional studio compression. 

DeEsser 

When it comes to reducing excess sibilance (“ess” and “shh” sounds) from vocal tracks, nothing compares to 

Waves DeEsser. Inspired by vintage gear for precision de-essing and high frequency limiting, DeEsser delivers 

smooth and natural output with minimum fuss. 

Doubler 

Used by professional engineers, Doubler is the go to plug-in for creating superior double-tracking effects. Using 

delay and pitch modulation, Doubler delivers extraordinary richness and texture on vocals and polyphonic 

instruments as well as full mixes. 

Enigma 

Twist, bend, and mangle your sound like never before with effects that go way beyond phasing and flanging. 

Enigma uses a unique combination of filters, short delay feedback loops, reverb, LFO modulation, and more to 

create radical, never-before-heard sonic textures. 

IR-L Convolution Reverb 

Need to recreate the authentic sound of actual acoustic spaces? Look no further than the realistic and flexible 

IR-L Convolution Reverb. The IR-L offers the same great sound and performance as is the iconic IR1 using a 

simple, streamlined interface for maximum ease and efficiency. 

L1 Ultramaximizer 

Look-ahead peak limiting, level maximization, and high resolution re-quantization in one powerful plugin. Ideal 

for any audio application from multimedia to mastering, the L1 is world-renowned for its transparency and 

punch. 

MaxxBass 

Used on countless hit records and major motion pictures the MaxxBass plug in enhances your bass response 

creating pumping and punchy lows response. MaxxBass uses psycho-acoustics to calculate precise harmonics 

that are related to the fundamental tones of sound. When these harmonics are combined, it creates the effect 

of lower, deeper frequencies. 

MondoMod 

MondoMod utilizes an exclusive combination of linked AM, FM and Rotation modulators to create unique 

sonic textures ranging from tranquil to turbulent. 



PAZ Analyzer 

Amazingly accurate and a breeze to use, the PAZ Analyzer generates a comprehensive real-time visual 

representation of your audio’s stereo positioning, frequency spread, and peak/RMS levels. 

Q10 Equalizer 

The Q10 delivers precision equalization for mixing and mastering alike. With power and features that far 

surpass the capabilities of analog equalizers, the Q10 lets you create special effects and spectral modifications 

that range from subtle to extreme. 

Renaissance Axx 

Engineered especially for guitar, Renaissance Axx is the ideal compressor for musicians and engineers who 

need to dial in dynamic levels quickly. With its three efficient controls, Renaissance Axx features a fixed ratio 

curve, automatic release value, and an output limiter to prevent clipping. 

Renaissance Compressor 

Featuring a streamlined, optimized interface, the Renaissance Compressor delivers classic warm compression 

and expansion utilizing technologies from the renowned C1 Parametric Compander and the legendary L1 

Ultramaximizer. 

Renaissance Equalizer 

With real-time EQ graphing, vintage-modelled filter curves, and extended internal headroom, the Renaissance 

Equalizer is a versatile paragraphic EQ with warm, analog-style sound. 

S1 Stereo Imager 

Ideal for stereo tracks as well as full mixes, the S1 is a unique and powerful set of tools that uses psycho-

acoustic spatial imaging techniques to enhance and alter stereo separation. 

SuperTap 

Inspired by the legacy of the classic analog tape delays, SuperTap’s extensive modulation, panning, and filter 

options give it unprecedented processing power. 

TrueVerb 

Featuring a flexible graphic interface and powerful editing parameters, TrueVerb combines reverb with an 

Early Reflections simulator to create extraordinarily natural-sounding virtual acoustic spaces. 

 


